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Rational Acoustics Smaart 4K is a standalone
PC application that allows you to measure
frequencies, evaluate the transient response
of your room and listen to the room at
multiple positions. It is intended for use with
acoustic and room response measurement
systems. This software calculates impulse
and frequency response using the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) or FFT Analysis
method. You can transfer files and perform
file manipulations and send the files to your
other systems. You can download Rational
Acoustics Smaart 4K standalone PC
application that allows you to measure
frequencies, evaluate the transient response
of your room and listen to the room at
multiple positions. It is intended for use with
acoustic and room response measurement
systems. You can transfer files and perform
file manipulations and send the files to your
other systems. Rational Acoustics Smaart
provides a computer based dual channel FFT
platform that we use in our work as audio
engineers to view the frequency content of
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signals or measure the response of our
electrical and electro-acoustic systems, all to
better make informed decisions about the
deployment and operation of those systems.
Getting started with Smaart v8 requires
some basic hardware requirements beyond
the Smaart software and host computer. At
the minimum, for electro-acoustic systems
(PA system analysis), a 22 audio device
interface and a single measurement
microphone will suffice. This is however only
the beginning, as Smaart is purpose-built to
scale up to fit the requirements of even the
most complex systems and environments.
The only practical limitation of Smaart is
your own be it expanding your hardware
universe, or improving your knowledge
through practice and training.
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With the relentless expansion of the
processing power, speed and memory in

personal computers comes the potential for
greater measurement power and possibilities
if you can make use of it. Picking up where

the Smaart v7 code base left off, v8 is
inherently optimized to make use of the

power that modern processor configurations
present; whether that be from a basic dual

core Intel i5, or the most cutting edge power-
house processor available. Your Smaart rig
might not need to use all your PCs power

right now, but if history is any indicator, you
will. Now in its second generation, Rational
Acoustics Smaart Di provides a nimble and

quickly adaptable measurement
environment with all critical configuration
and control parameters accessible from a

single intuitive user interface. As you would
expect, Smaart Dis Spectrum and Transfer
Function engines have all the same power
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and capabilities as those in the flagship
version of Smaart. In the spirit of simplicity,

Di does not include a separate Impulse
Response Mode. Di is perfect for quick and

precise measurements without the demands
of Smaart v8s multi-measurement, multi-

mode, and multi-window complexity. Many
audio engineers use Smaart in an

engineering fashion where their computers
(usually running Windows) are switched off
or used only for the specific task of system
measurement. Despite this trend, there are
still occasional requests for it to be used in a
production environment, so we had to learn
how to safely share data with non-Smaart-

aware computers, as they are referred to as
clients. These clients can be part of a public
network or private LAN, and can be located
anywhere on the Internet with a minimum

set of credentials to be established.
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